
Module Syllabus

Module Title English - Secondary 3
Module Syllabus no.
(if any)
Year offered 2011
Start date 2 Jan 2011
End date 31 Dec 2011

Syllabus / Content /
Learning Outcomes

As per MOE Secondary English syllabus

No of teaching hours 75hrs
Teaching Methods Classroom teaching, exercises and assessments.

Assessment Methods
and Weightages

Monthly assessments and end of course examination

Skills for maximising
learning outcomes

The student should have learnt the equivalent of Secondary 2 English syllabus

Dates of
examinations, major
assessments and
assignments

Final examination : 5 Sept 2011

Recommended text
Additional reference
texts (if any)
Additional Remarks
(if any)

Lesson No. Learning Outcome
1 Vocabulary: Word Extensions; Synonyms; Exercises

Comprehension : Wearing Progaganda / Dress and Fashion
2 Composition : Describe your thoughts and feelings when you were unable to

attend
an important family gathering /
Write about an occasion when you had to play host to a group of
foreigners

3 Speaking/Listening: Picture discussion
Reading : Reading aloud 1

4 Vocabulary : Antonyms; Exercises
Comprehension : Lac

5 Composition : Proposal
6 Vocabulary : Enlarging your vocabulary; Exercises

Comprehension : Sea turtles / Gunung Buda
7 Composition : Fame and fortune /

‘Computers have made almost everyone a creative artist.’ What are
your views?

8 Conversation : At the beach
Reading : Reading aloud 2

9 Vocabulary : Phrasal Verbs; Exercises
Comprehension : Gibbons

10 Composition : Write about a incident when you had to do something risky. /
Describe a place that has special significance for you.

11 Vocabulary : Idioms; Exercises
Comprehension : Fight against HIV/AIDS in Uganda / Learning from history of
natural disasters



12 Composition : Complacency. /
Is it better to shop in a large shopping mall in the city, or in a smaller
Neighbourhood mall?

13 Listening : Watch English movie
Reading : Reading aloud 3

14 Vocabulary: Proverbs; Exercises
Comprehension : Television and the internet

15 Composition : A letter to persuade the teacher-in-charge of to change campsite
16 Vocabulary : Abbreviations; Exercises

Comprehension : A real seaman / Canton
17 Composition : Write about an incident when a good intention backfired. /

Dangerous sports.
18 Speaking/Listening : Picture discussion

Reading : Reading aload 4
19 Vocabulary : Similes; Exercises

Comprehension : Abrupt climate change
20 Composition : There are times in our lives when we do something that would

either
upset or embarrass us or make us feel guilty. But years later, when we
look back at that incident, we tend to laugh at that incident. Describe
one such incident that has happened to you. /
‘An effective leader is one who has experienced hardship.’ Do you
agree?

21 Vocabulary : Confusing Words; Exercises
Comprehension : Army of small robot / Artificial Intelligence

22 Composition: Campaign speech
23 Conversation : Traditional music or martial arts in school

Reading : Reading aloud 5
25 Vocabulary : Figures of Speech. Exercises

Comprehension : Behind the digital divide
25 Composition: Write about an occasion when your friendship was tested. /

Describe your thoughts and feelings when you learnt of your
neighbour’s misfortune.


